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MyCitizenship.EU - Celebrate EU Citizenship
A new online community for anyone who wants to learn about, talk about,
sing about, dance about and generally promote EU citizenship
Larnaca, Cyprus & Trowbridge, UK - 22 April 2018 - MyCitizenship.EU - a website that
provides facts about the rights, obligations and privileges of EU citizenship was launched today.
This is a grass roots site for people who believe in and wish to encourage EU citizenship.
Rights are precious: it’s much easier to lose them than to acquire them. We should not ever take
them for granted. Rights are part of our children’s and grandchildren’s inheritance. We should
protect those rights as we would our family.
There is a lot of fake news about what EU citizenship is or isn’t. The few people who really do
know what they’re talking about are rarely given a chance to contribute to the discussion.
MyCitizenship.EU brings together a group of specialists with the authority to be able to give
definitive advice for those seeking it.
We encourage questions from journalists, educators, politicians… in fact anyone who is interested
in EU citizenship, its rights, obligations or privileges. Our specialists have worked all over the world
and are happy to take questions in English, French, German, Romanian, Russian, Polish,
Ukrainian or any other of the EU languages. (They also have experience of a few more exotic
ones, such as Bahasa Indonesian and Vietnamese.)
MyCitizenship.EU is not sponsored by the European Parliament nor by the European
Commission. It is not an anti-Brexit site. It is a positive advancement of EU citizenship and the
rights that go with it.
MyCitizenship.EU is a grassroots community of EU citizens concerned about their rights.
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